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PRE-SUPPORTS AND KERNELS OF PROBABILITY MEASURES IN FRECHET SPACES
We shall consider a Frechet space X (i.e. locally convex inetrisable and complete linear topological space X) provided with a Borel probability measure m. In [8] Siowikowski has introduced a notion of a pre-support of m as a linear subspace U of X fulfilling the following condition: \^E>0 ^ convex compact and such that \/x* e X* x* (Kt) C [-1,1] => m{x e. X : | x*x | 4 1 j > 1 -£ .
(in [8j K£ was in fact 6 (X,X*)-compact but this difference is formal only (see Remark 2)). In Hoffmann-jftfrgensen has defined an affine kernel of m as the intersection of a certain class of affjine subspaces of X of probability one. Our definition of the kernel differs from his in replacing the word "affine" by "linear". We will prove that the linear kernel is in fact the intersection of all pre-gupports and that it is a pre-support itself if and only if X* is locally convex in the topology of the convergence in the measure m. We will also prove that in this case so called Lusin-measurable functionals can be obtained as a space dual to the kernel in a certain sense. The results of this paper are based on the ideas contained in [8] .
With the letter X we shall always denote a separable Prechet space, with X*-its topological dual, and with ma probability Borel measure on X. It is known that in this case m is tight i.e. that the supremum taken over the measures of all compact subsets of X is equal to one (see for example [2] Theorem 1.4).
Definition
1. By a pre-support of m we shall understand any linear subspace U of X with the following property:
(1) Vf>0, 3 K £ C U , convex and compact such that Remark 1.
Since the convex envelope of the sum of two convex and compact sets is compact,the subsets K fi can be chosen symmetric and in such a way that they increase when e decreases. We shall always assume that these additional assumptions on K f are satisfied.
Proposition
1.
A linear subspace U of X is a pre-support of m if and only if it contains a linear subspace S such that i) S is a countable union of convex and compact sets and ii) if a sequence (x*) converges to zero on S almost uniformly (i.e. uniformly on each convex and compact Subset of S) then it converges to zero in the measure m.
Proof. Let U be a pre-support of m. It is easy to check that it is enough to take S = span(lim K,) t We shall adopt the following definition for an instant: a subspace U is called a weak pre-support if the condition (1) holds with K £ being 6(X,X*)-compact instead of compact in the strong topology. It is obvious that every pre-support is a weak pre-support as well. The converse is also true. Indeed, let U be a weak pre-support and take £ > 0. There exists a convex and (strongly) compact subset K' of X such that m(K' ) > 1 -e/4 and (there exists) a (> (X,X*)-compact and convex subset K^ of U such that x* e K| implies that m{x e X : I*"*! 4 1 } > 1 -We claim that K = K'n K s fulfills the condition imposed on K t in the definition 1. K is clearly convex and (strongly) compact. Let x* e K° and suppose that m j x e X : |x*x|^1 j <£ <1 -£ ; then either m{xeX:x*x>l}>| or m|xe.X:x , 'x<-lj>-|-.
Suppose that the first of the above inequalities holds and put L ={x e X : x*x > 1 j. Since m(L) > there exists a compact set C c L such that m(C) > • §-. Vie may assume -753 -that C is convex (because L is a half-space). Thus we have K ff n (K'n C) = K n C = <f > and By the theorem of Hahn-Banach this contradicts our assumption on Kg.
So we see that the class of weak pre-supports coincides with the class of pre-supports.
Since the proposition 1 and its proof can be rewritten if everywhere we change the word "pre-support" to "weak pre-support" and "compact" to "6(X,X*)-compact" we have the following "weak" version of the proposition 1: Proposition 1 (W.Siowikowski [8] ). A linear subspace U of X is a pre-support if and only if it contains a linear subspace S such that i) S is a countable union of convex and 6(X,X*)-compact sets and ii) if a sequence (x*) converges to zero on S uniformly on each convex and 6 (X,X ) -c ompact subset of S then it converges to zero in the measure m. Definition 2.
The kernel J of m is the intersection of all linear subspaces L of X such that
To state our next proposition we shall need the following notation J iin-1 {(y*) } &m.,dm~... dm_ = 12 a m1 r~1/a 1,1/a.jl dm2...dmfl.
Rn-1
Thus x e Ba.
2) x* = a1e1 + ... + aneQ.
We may suppose that = 1« Let a sequence of independent normally distributed random variables. Then
We put x =3*a1e1 + ... + ianefl, where y is defined as in 1). We shall finish the proof if we show that x 6 Brt. Let A = aG orthonormal matrix such that i) the kernel is a pre-support, ii) X* is locally convex in the topology of the convergence in the measure m. (We shall give a proof below). Definition 3.
We say that a linear functional defined on a subspace W of X is L-measurable (L = Lusin) if the following holds is. Proof of Theorem 1. Since m is tight, it is tr-regular (see [5] Expose n° A) and we may assume that m is full (i.e. that x* ^ 0 => m{x e X : x*x = 0} < 1). i)
ii) Having in mind Remark 3 we shall eventually show that (L,s) is locally convex.
Step 1 Step 2. Let f' be a linear functional on J, continuous on convex and compact subsets of J. There exists f t i such that f|j = f' .
Proof.
Since J is a pre-support by the corollary 1.1.5 in [1] there exists a sequence of linear continuous functioials converging in s to an extension f of f' .
Step 3. Let us denote the topology of the uniform convergence on convex and compact subsets of J with the letter t.. (L,t) is a Frechet space. Proof.
is obviously locally convex. -Metrisability follows from the fact J is a sum of countably many convex and compact sets. -Completeness: Let (ffl) e L, (fQ) -Cauchy sequence in t. Then (f ) converges almost uniformly to a f' . It is easy Hj to see that (ffl) converges in t to the f defined in the step 2.
Step 4» Since t_ is stronger than s. (proposition 1) and (i,s) is metrisable and complete so t and are equivalent (corollary 2.12. in [7] ). This shows that (L,s) is locally convex indeed, ii) => i) Let X' be the topological dual to (X*,s).
Since e(X*,X) is stronger than s, so V F e X' 3 Xp e X such that Vx*e X* Fx* = x*Xp. The mapping T : X' a P-• xp e X is a continuous linear injection of (X', ff(X'fX*)) into (X, 6(X,X*)). Put J = T(X').
We will show that a) J is a pre-support of m, b) J is the kernel of m. To »ot a) we will prove that the sufficient conditions from the proposition 1' hold.
Since X' is also dual to (L,s), so it is s sum of countably many convex 6(X',X*)-compact sets. Thus, T being continuous, the condition i) from the proposition 1 will hold if we put 3 = J.
If (x*) converges to zero almost uniformly on J then it does so on (X', 6(X' ,X*)) as well. Thus it converges to zero in s, and we see that the condition ii) holds too. How b). Let U be a pre-support. If we equipe X* with the topology u of the almost uniform convergence on U we shall get the topology stronger than s and weaker than ,T(X*,X). Let us equipe U with the topology w induced by the original topology in X; w-compact subsets of U are identical with compact subsets of X contained in U. Since m is full and U is a pre-support, if follows that the mapping X* 3 x*i-u & (U,w)* is a linear and topological isomorphism of (X",u) onto ((U,WF ,T((U,W)* ,U)). Thus, by the theorem of Kackey, and by the proposition 2,iii) J c U and the proof is finished.
Remark 4.
The steps 1-4 of the above proof constitute in fact a proof of the following theorem. Theorem 2.
If the kernel J is a pre-support then (L,s) is isomorphic to the space of these linear functionals on J which are continuous on its convex and compact subsets (with the topology of the almost uniform convergence on J).
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